
  
  

National Mobile & Wireless Network (5G & LPWAN) rollout principles 
 

COMMON PRINCIPLES AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR EFFICIENT, UNIFIED AND 
COMMUNITY VIABLE ROLLOUT OF NEXT GENERATION MOBILE & WIRELESS (5G & LPWAN) 

INFRASTRUCTURE. 
 
Australia’s local communities support that 5G is the next step in the evolution of mobile 
wireless communications technology, promising improved connectivity, greater network 
speeds and bandwidth, and very low latency. Efficient rollout of 5G and uptake of the 
services it supports has the potential to produce far-reaching economic and social benefits 
and support growth of Australia’s digital economy. 
 
The design and deployment of mobile networks will be radically different from those of 
today. 5G is expected to require additional infrastructure in new forms, including smaller 
cells and more densely located antennas, particularly in the use of high-band spectrum. Low 
Powered Wireless Area Networks (LPWAN) are also becoming extremely important to the 
connectivity requirements of cities and regions, especially in relation to rapidly scaling 
Internet of Things deployments. 
 
Telecommunication Carriers have specific powers and immunities relating to 
telecommunications infrastructure deployment and installation. These laws help carriers to 
rollout telecommunications infrastructure quickly in a nationally-uniform way, rather than 
having to follow state, territory and local government requirements. However, win-win 
outcomes that benefit carriers while addressing local community concerns is not only 
sought by Australia’s local government but should be essential to industry and the 
Australian Government. 
 
The Australian Smart Communities Association recommends the Australian Government 5G 
Working Group that the following principles are considered in relation to any legislative 
instruments that are introduced or changed to facilitate expedited next generation Mobile 
and Wireless Network rollout. 
 
A Mobile & Wireless Network Infrastructure Deployment Hierarchy is developed, agreed 
and adopted by industry and all levels of government. This may comprise of Macro Cell, 
Major Antennae, Minor Antennae (including LPWAN), Small Cell, mmWave Spot Cell and 
other categories which clearly articulates agreed design and deployment standards 
characterising allowable locations, sizes, EMEA & WH&S criteria, weight, supporting 
infrastructure requirements and visual amenity options. 
 
Mobile & Wireless Network Infrastructure sharing within deployments is encouraged by 
the Australian Government and potentially mandated in legislation. In particular neutral 
and or shared Radio Access Network (RAN), Mini-mast Poles for Antennae and Small Cells 
are viable candidates for shared active or passive infrastructure. 
 
Visual Amenity of all public facing Mobile & Wireless Infrastructure is recognised by 
Industry and enforced in legislation. 5G roll-out in urban areas is expected to make 



  
  
significant use of street furniture to support small cells and it is imperative to the 
community that visual impacts are mitigated. Agreed design aesthetics & guidelines, which 
depend on local character and values should be applied to the deployment hierarchy. In 
particular, setting out and standardizing aesthetic requirements, including preapproval of 
antenna, equipment cabinet and street furniture designs where appropriate, will make it 
easier for local governments to process applications reasonably expeditiously.  
 
All changes to the Low Impact Facilities Determination that allows exemptions under the 
Telecommunications Act is carried out in close consultation with State, Territory and Local 
Governments and key Smart City industry associations.  
 
EMEA and WH&S safeguards for all Mobile & Wireless infrastructure is clearly articulated 
and conveyed transparently to the community.  
 
National Planning Guidelines to facilitate efficient deployment of Mobile & Wireless 
infrastructure in new development areas is developed and adopted by industry and all 
levels of government. The Guidelines should clearly specify the type of infrastructure 
required to be implemented in the construction stage of new developments including 
additional telecommunications pit and pipe that services public buildings, park facilities, 
street furniture and street light poles that will host Macro Cells, Antennae, Small Cells and 
LPWAN Gateways. Usage of “Integrated poles” in place of existing poles (integrated poles 
are newly deployed poles with the technology built in) should be encouraged or 
mandated and also be specified in alignment with the aforementioned Deployment 
Hierarchy. 
 
National Rollout Guidelines to facilitate efficient deployment of Mobile & Wireless 
infrastructure in existing (brownfield) areas is developed to streamline the currently 
fragmented site access regimes and is adopted by industry and all levels of government. 
The Guidelines should clearly specify the installation techniques, impacts and remediation 
targets for the construction of new Macro Cells, Antennae, Small Cells and LPWAN 
Gateways. Agreed and consistent commercial ‘rate card’ arrangements, site access 
approvals and pre-construction community engagement for usage of buildings, street 
furniture and poles should also be included in the Guidelines in alignment with the 
aforementioned Deployment Hierarchy. 
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